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We explicitly construct a convex entropy function for a hyperbolic system with
relaxation. This entropy is defined in the sense of Chen, Levermore, and Liu, which
resembles Boltzman’s H-Theorem for kinetic equations. This construction follows
the idea of Suliciu’s energy function for a rate-type mixed hyperbolic-elliptic system.
Such an entropy will be useful in proving the entropy property of the relaxation
schemes introduced by Jin and Xin for conservation laws.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Hyperbolic systems with relaxations occur in the study of a variety of
physical phenomena, for example in linear and nonlinear waves [9, 12], in
relaxing gas flow with thermal and chemical nonequilibrium [3, 11], in
kinetic theory of rarefied gas dynamics [1], in viscoelasticity [8], multi-
phase and phase transitions [4, 10]. These problems can be described
mathematically by the system of evolutional equations
Ut+{ } F(U )=
1
=
Q(U ), U # RN.
We will call this system the relaxation system. Here we use the term relaxa-
tion in the sense of Whitham [12] and Liu [7] to denote the relaxation
term Q(U ) that determines uniquely the local equilibria U=E(u) for n
(n<N) independent conserved quantities u. The positive parameter = is
called the relaxation time. As =  0, u formally satisfies an n_n local equi-
librium system
ut+{ } f (u)=0.
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A system of conservation laws with relaxation is stiff when = is small com-
pared to the time scale determined by the characteristic speeds of the
system and some appropriate length scales.
Theoretical study for these relaxation problems began by Whitham for
linear problems [12]. For nonlinear hyperbolic systems of two equations
the stability of the equilibrium equation and the zero relaxation limit were
proved by Liu [7] and Chen, Levermore and Liu [7] under an interlace
condition between the characteristic speeds of the relaxation system and
those of the local equilibrium system. Such an interlace condition was
referred to as the subcharacteristic condition by Liu [2].
Since hyperbolic systems admit nonunique weak solutions, the entropy
function is crucial in selecting the unique, physically relevant solution. In
the case Q(U )#0, the physically relevant weak solution is selected by
Lax’s entropy condition [6]. When the source term is present, the entropy
is defined in [2], which resembles Boltzmann’s H-Theorem for kinetic
equation. Their definition of entropy follows:
Definition. A function 8: O  R is said to be an entropy for the
system (1.1) provided
(i) 8UU (U ) FU (U ) } ! is symmetric for all U # O and ! # RD;
(ii) 8U (U ) Q(U )0 for all U # O;
(iii) for any U # O the following are equivalent
(a) Q(U )=0,
(b) 8U (U ) Q(U)=0,
(c) 8U (U )&vQ(U ) for some v # Rn*.
An entropy 8 is called convex if
(iv) 8UU(U )0 as a quadratic form;
If the inequality in (iv) is strict, the entropy is called strictly convex.
Consider the 2_2 equation
ut+f (u, v)x=0
(1.1)
vt+g(u, v)x=
1
=
h(u, v)
The first equation represents a conservation law for u and the second equa-
tion a rate equation for v. A typical form for h(u, v) is
h(u, v)=v&V(u).
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In general one only assumes
hv(u, v)>0, h(u, V(u))=0.
Assume (1.1) has eigenvalues 41<42 . The local equilibrium equation is
ut+p(u)x=0 p(u)#f (u, V(u)) (1.2)
with characteristic speed *. In [2], it was proved:
Theorem 1.1 (Chen, Levermore, and Liu). (i) If (8, 9 ) is a (strictly)
convex entropy pair for the system (1.1), then (,(u), (u))#(8, 9 )| v=V(u) is
a (strictly) convex entropy pair for the local equation (1.2).
(ii) If (,, ) is a strictly convex entropy pair for the local equation
(1.2) with 41<*<42 , then there exists a strictly convex entropy pair
(8, 9 ) for the system (1.1) on the set
O##O & [(u, v) |(v&V(u)|#],
near the equilibrium v=V(u) such that
(8, 9 )| v=V(u)=(,(u), (u)).
In this paper we study a 2_2 hyperbolic system with stiff relaxation
ut+vx=0, (1.3a)
vt+a2ux=&
1
=
(v&f (u)). (1.3b)
Here =<<1 is the relaxation time, a is a positive constant that satisfies Liu’s
subcharacteristic condition
&a<f $(u)<a for all u. (1.4)
This model, introduced by Jin and Xin [5] for the construction of the
so-called the relaxation schemes for hyperbolic system
ut+f (u)x=0, (1.5)
bears the essential feature of the general hyperbolic systems with relaxation
(1.1). To see that (1.3) is a good approximation of (1.5), application of the
Chapman-Enskog expansion to (1.3) implies
ut+f (u)x==[(a2&f $(u)2) ux]x . (1.6)
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The Cauchy problem to (1.6) is well-posed if Liu’s subcharacteristic condi-
tion (1.4) holds.
Our main purpose of this paper is to find a convex entropy function for
(1.3). Although the hyperbolic part of (1.3) is linear, due to the nonlinear
source term, the limiting process as =  0 is very singular in that shocks,
initial layer and boundary layers will develop. The significance of the
entropy inequality is that it shows that the system is irreversible and drives
the system to equilibrium, either local or global. While the existence of
the entropy function for (1.3) follows from Theorem 1.1, an explicit con-
struction of an entropy function will be very useful to prove the entropy
condition of any numerical approximation to (1.5) that are based on a dis-
cretization of (1.3) (such as the relaxation schemes [5]).
Let the domain 0=[(u, v: v=f (u )+a(u&u ), (u, u ) # I_I ] where the
interval I # R contains 0 as an interior point. Our main result is the
following theorem, which will be proved in Section 2 and 3.
Theorem 1.2. If Liu’s subcharacteristic condition (1.4) holds, then there
exists an entropy function H(u, v),
H(u, v)=
a
2
u2+(u, v)=
a
2
u2+
1
2a
v2+,(v&au), (1.7)
where , is the solution of the ODE
,$(’)=&f (h&1(’))a (1.8)
with h&1 being the inverse function of
h(u)=f (u)&au, (1.9)
and (u, v): 0  R being Suliciu’s free energy given by
(u, v)=
1
2a
v2+,(v&au). (1.10)
The entropy flux is
J(u, v)=&a,(v&au)+auv (1.11)
With the entropy pair (H, J) the following entropy inequality holds for
(1.3):
Ht+Jx=&
1
=
(v&f (u)) v0. (1.12)
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Furthermore, H(u, v) is strictly convex if a stronger subcharacteristic
condition
&a<3f $(u)<a (1.13)
is satisfied.
Remark. We have not been able to explicitly find a similar entropy
function for system (1.3) if u and v are vectors (i.e. the number of equations
is bigger than two). The existence of an entropy for such a larger system
is still an open problem, for part (ii) of Theorem 1.1 was proved only for
the 2_2 system (1.1) [2].
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
The following lemma defines Suliciu’s free energy (u, v) [10], and is the
key for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 2.1. Define
q(u, v)=&
1
=
(v&f (u)).
There exists a (u, v): 0  R such that
u+av=v; qv0. (2.1)
Proof. Let
(u, v)=v2(2a)+,(v&au)
with , to be determined. Then u+av=&a,$(v&au)+v+a,$(v&au)=v.
By imposing the constraint on :
v | v=f (u)=0
one gets
f (u)a+,$(h(u))=0 (2.2)
where h(u) is defined in (1.9). Since h$(u)=f $(u)&a<0, by the Implicit
Function Theorem, h(u) is invertible. Let h&1 be the inverse function of h.
Then (2.2) implies (1.8). This ODE defines a unique solution ,(’) if ,(0)
is given. Since h is invertible, for given u and v in 0, there exists a u~ {u
such that
h(u~ )=v&au. (2.3)
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Then
v&f (u)=(v&au)&( f (u)&au)=h(u~ )&h(u) (2.4)
and, using (2.3), (1.8) and (1.9),
v=va+,$(v&au)=(au+h(u~ ))a&f (u~ )a
=(au+h(u~ )&f (u~ ))a=u&u~ (2.5)
In order to have qv0, one needs
&
1
=
(v&f (u))(u&u~ )0
or, by (2.4),
(h(u~ )&h(u))(u~ &u)0.
By the definition of h in (1.9), this is true if
[( f (u~ )&au~ )&( f (u)&au)](u~ &u)0,
or
[( f (u~ )&f (u))&a(u~ &u)](u~ &u)0.
This is equivalent to
( f (u~ )&f (u))(u~ &u)a(u~ &u)2
or
f (u~ )&f (u)
u~ &u
a
which is true given the subcharacteristic condition (1.4). This completes the
proof of the lemma.
The next lemma defines the entropy pair (H, J).
Lemma 2.2. For  given in (1.4), we have
\+a2 u2+ t+(&a,+auv)x=qv0. (2.6)
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This defines the entropy pair (H, J) given in (1.7) and (1.11). Consequently
t | \+a2 u2+ dx=| qv dx0 (2.7)
Proof. Multiplying (1.3a) by u and (1.3b) by v and adding the resulting
two equations, one gets
t+uvx+a2vux=qv .
Since u=v&av this gives
qv=t+vvx&avvx+a2vux
=t+vvx&av(v&au)x .
By using v=va+,$ one gets
qv=t+vvx&a(va+,$)(v&au)x
=t+vvx&v(v&au)x&a,x
=t+vvx&vvx+avux&a,x .
Therefore
t&a,x+avux=qv . (2.8)
From (1.3a), auut=&auvx . Application of this to (2.8) gives (2.6). Thus
the entropy pair (H, J) can be defined as in (1.7) and (1.11). Integration
over x on (2.8) easily gives (2.7). This completes the proof of the lemma.
With Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 we have proved Theorem 1.2, except the con-
vexity of H(u, v), which we left for next section. Now we give an explicit
expression for ,. Integrating the ODE (1.8) over ’, one obtains
,(’)=,(0)&
1
a |
’
0
f (h&1(’$)) d’$
=,(0)&
1
a |
h&1(’)
0
f (s) h$(s) ds s=h&1(’)
=,(0)+|
h&1(’)
0
f (s) ds&
1
a |
h&1(’)
0
f (s) df (s) h$(s)=f $(s)&a
=,(0)+|
h&1(’)
0
f (s) ds&
1
2a
( f (h&1(’)))2. (2.9)
In the last equality the integration constant has been absorbed into ,(0).
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With the help of the entropy function we can easily establish the
following bounds on the solution of (1.3).
Corollary 2.3.
| u2 dxC, | v2 dxC,
where C is a generic positive constant independent of =, but depends on the
initial data.
Proof. This lemma easily follows from (2.7), (1.10) and (2.9) by the
positivity of , which can be achieved by choosing ,(0) sufficiently large.
With the entropy function we can now estimate the deviation of the
solution of (1.3) to its local equilibrium v=f (u).
Proposition 2.4.
|
t
0
| (v&f (u))2 dx dt4aE(0) =
where E is Suliciu’s energy function
E=| \+a2 u2+ dx. (2.10)
Proof. We first prove that
A=v(v&f (u))&
(v&f (u))2
2a
0. (2.11)
Using (2.5), one gets
A(v)2=[v(v&f (u))] _(u&u~ )2&(u&u~ )(v&f (u))2a & . (2.12)
The first bracket in (2.12) is nonnegative by Lemma 2.1. To show that the
second bracket in (2.12) is nonnegative,
(u&u~ )2&
(u&u~ )(v&f (u))
2a
=(u&u~ )2&
(u&u~ )(h(u~ )&h(u))
2a
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=(u&u~ )2&
1
2a
(u&u~ )[ f (u~ )&au~ &f (u)+au]
=(u&u~ )2&
1
2a
(u&u~ )[ f (u~ )&f (u)]&
1
2
(u&u~ )2
=
1
2 _(u&u~ )2&
1
a
(u&u~ )( f (u~ )&f (u))&
0,
iff
a(u&u~ )2(u&u~ )( f (u~ )&f (u)),
iff
f (u~ )&f (u)
u&u~
&a
which is just the subcharacteristic condition (1.4). Thus (2.11) is true.
With (2.11) and (2.6),
|
(v&f (u))2
2a
dx<| v(v&f (u)) dx=&= | qv dx=&=Et ,
for E given in (2.10). Thus
|
t
0
| (v&f (u))2 dx dt<&2a=(E(t)&E(0))=2a=(E(0)&E(t))4aE(0) =
by Lemma 2.2.
3. Some Properties of the Entropy Function
In this section we shall study some properties of the entropy function H,
including its convexity and its local equilibrium.
Recall the definition of the entropy function
H=
a
2
u2+
1
2a
v2+,(v&au).
Let H be its Hessian matrix. We first prove the following result about the
convexity of H.
Theorem 3.1. The entropy H is strictly convex if a stricter subcharac-
teristic condition (1.13) is satisfied.
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Proof. By (1.8),
,"(’)=&
1
a
f $(h&1(’)) h&1(’)’=&
1
a
f $(h&1(’))h$(’)
=&
1
a
f $(h&1(’))( f $(’)&a).
Thus
1
a
+,"(v&au)=
1
a
&
1
a
f $(h&1(v&au))
f $(v&au)&a
=
1
a
f $(v&au)&f $(h&1(v&au))&a
f $(v&au)&a
. (3.1)
Since
Huu=a+a2,", Huv=&a," Hvv=
1
a
+,",
Eq. (3.1) gives
Hvv=
1
a2
Huu=
1
a
f $(v&au)&f $(h&1(v&au))&a
f $(v&au)&a
.
Also we see
det H=1+2a,"(v&au)=1&
2f $(h&1(v&au))
f $(v&au)&a
=
f $(v&au)&2f $(h&1(v&au))&a
f $(v&au)&a
.
Clearly if the stricter subcharacteristic condition (1.13) is satisfied then Huu ,
Hvv and det H are all positive and H is positive definite. Then H is strictly
convex.
It is interesting to evaluate H at the local equilibrium v=f (u).
Theorem 3.2. Let HE(u)=H(u, f (u)), then H E(u) is a strictly convex
entropy function for the local equilibrium equation (1.5) under the subcharac-
teristic condition (1.4). Furthermore, H E takes the explicit form
HE=
a
2
u2+|
u
0
f (s) ds. (3.2)
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The corresponding entropy flux is
JE=J(u, f (u))=&a |
u
0
f (s) ds+ 12 ( f (u))
2+auf (u). (3.3)
With the entropy pair (HE, JE), the local equilibrium equation (1.5) has the
entropy equality
H Et +J
E
x =0. (3.4)
Proof. Use the explicit expression of , in (2.9):
HE=H(u, f (u))
=
a
2
u2+
1
2a
v2+,(v&au) } v=f (u)
=
a
2
u2+
1
2a
( f (u))2+,(0)+|
h&1( f (u)&au)
0
f (s) ds
&
1
2a
( f (h&1( f (u)&au)))2
=
a
2
u2+
1
2a
( f (u))2+,(0)+|
u
0
f (s) ds&
1
2a
( f (u))2
=
a
2
u2+,(0)+|
u
0
f (s) ds.
It is easy to find that H Euu=a+f $(u)>0 under the subcharacteristic condi-
tion (1.4). To obtain JE,
JE=J(u, f (u))=&a,(v&au)+auv| v=f (u)
=&a[,( f (u)&au))&uf (u)]
=&a _|
u
0
f (s) ds&
1
2a
f 2(u)+,(0)&uf (u)& .
To prove the entropy equality (3.4),
H Et =auut+f (u) ut=(au+f ) ut ,
J Ex =&a _ f (u) ux&1a f (u) fx&f (u) ux&ufx&
=ffx+aufx=(au+f ) fx .
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Thus we find
H Et +J
E
x =(au+f )(ut+fx)=0
by the local equilibrium equation (1.5). Note that in (3.2) and (3.3) we
have dropped the constant term ,(0).
As an example we now derive the entropy function for the relaxed
Burger’s equation with f (u)=u22. Note h(u)=u22&au has an inverse
h&1(u)=a\- a2+2u, thus by (2.9),
,(’)=|
a\- a2+2’
0
s2
2
ds&
1
2a
}
1
2
(a\- a2+2’)2
=\a6&
1
4a
\
1
6
- a2+2’+ (a\- a2+2’)2.
Therefore
H=
a
2
u2+
1
2a
v2+\a6&
1
4a
\
1
6
- a2+2’+ (a\- a2+2’)2
and
J=&a \a6&
1
4a
\
1
6
- a2+2’+ (a\- a2+2’)2+auv.
The local equilibrium entropy pair (H E, J E) in (3.2) and (3.3) is given by
HE=
a
2
u2+
1
6
u3
and
JE=
1
8
u2+
a
3
u3.
Thus (H E, J E) is a convex entropy pair for the invicid Burger equation
ut+(u22)x=0 provided |u|<a.
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